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The company’s OPM which were under stress over last three

quarters due to high input costs ,adverse currency movements

along with discounts given on various models now seems to be less

stressful owing to improvements made on operating front.

Company has taken a price hike in January 2013 and this can

further increase the margins in coming quarters. 

The PAT for the quarter stood at Rs 501 Cr translating a growth of

nearly 144 % YoY. The huge rise in the profits is mainly due to

higher sales figures and better response shown by the customers

towards its new models Ertiga and Swift DZire. Moreover

management has attributed these healthy profits as outcome of

cost cutting measures which company has adopted .The quarter

also witness strong volume growth both on domestic business and

export business. Apart from better product mix ,price hikes during

the quarter also helped boost profitability .

On realization front the average selling price per vehicle for the

quarter came at Rs 363470 which is 16% up YoY. Realization per

vehicle increased in due to price hike taken October and increased

proportion of diesel vehicle sales and lower discounts on petrol

vehicles during the festive season.
As per management volumes to remain okay for coming quarters

to along no issues on production front supported by benefits from

YEN depreciation.

(Source: Company/Eastwind)

Source: Company/EastwindAt current CMP of Rs 1603 the stock trades 16.5x FY14E earnings.

We maintain "Buy" with a price target of Rs1650 .

RESULT UPDATE

Maruti Suzuki India Limited

Maruti reported its numbers higher than street ‘s expectation.

The net sales for the 3QFY13 came at Rs 10957 Cr 46% up YoY

backed by strong sales growth, led by the diesel powered Ertiga the

multi-utility vehicle and the  Swift DZire sedan. The Ertiga was

launched in April 2012 and the new Swift DZire launched last year.

The corresponding quarter in the previous year had been hit by

labour action at company's factories in Manesar and hence low

base effect has also reflected in the growth figures .The company

has sold 268,957 units in the domestic market up 27% YoY and

32496 units in the export market up 17 % YoY for the 3QFY13.RM

cost as percentage of sales fall 65bps YoY and 115 bps sequentially

QoQ.The other expenses to net sales for the quarter also declines

by almost 100 bps to 12 %.

The operating EBITDA for 3QFY13 came at Rs 891 Cr which is almost

double than what company has made for the same quarter last

fiscal. Company has made operating EBITDA of Rs 417 for

3QFY12.The OPM for the 3QFY13 stands at 7.9% versus 5.2% in

3QFY12.The OPM improves by 270 bps due to better performance

on operational front helped by better product mix and regular price

hike .The other factors for improvement in OPM includes its

control over RM cost and depreciation of YEN against USD .This

depreciation of YEN against USD acts as good margin lever as for

every 1 % change in Yen to US dollar translates into almost 20 bps

benefit on company’s margins.

(Source: Company/Eastwind)


